
KryptoGraphe is proud to be the first
Cryptocurrency Portfolio Manager to be GDPR
compliant
As per the new data protection laws, the policies and procedures are updated, which include bringing
them in line with the General Data Protection Regulation

DALLAS, TEXAS, USA, September 11, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- KryptoGraphe is pleased to
announce that its cryptocurrency portfolio manager is compliant with the GDPR regulations. The
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the most comprehensive EU data privacy law in
decades. Besides strengthening and standardizing user data privacy across the EU nations, it will
require additional obligations for all organizations that handle EU citizens’ personal data,
regardless of where the organizations themselves are located.

The new regulations are designed to better reflect the interconnected nature of our world
regarding consumer’s right to privacy, protection of personal data, and business usage of
personal data across the European Union.

The team at KryptoGraphe has updated the app to implement the data protection and privacy
policies.

-	An updated Terms of Access and Privacy Policy to ensure transparency.
-	The personal data of the user is anonymized. 
-	There is a provision to update the personal data
-	The users are now able to export their personal information.
-	The personal data will be deleted from the app’s records should the user choose to close their
account.
-	In case of a breach of security, all users will be notified within 72 hours.

Download the app for free at: 
Google Play Store
App Store

Our partner and compliance administrator from Hummingwave, Amit Singh says: “KryptoGraphe
has been trusted by thousands of its users with their cryptocurrency portfolio information due
to its security, privacy, and transparency. Implementing GDPR makes these features so much
more visible to users. Recent enhancements let users export their data in a machine-readable
format to be used in any other system and to delete their account should they choose to.”

KryptoGraphe encourages safe investing and aims to provide a secure platform to track all
cryptocurrency investments.
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